Abstract. We consider series of tilted current sheet crossings, corresponding to flapping waves in the near-Earth magnetotail. We analyse Cluster observations from 2005 to 2009, when spacecraft visited the magnetotail neutral plane near X ∈ [−17, −8], Y ∈ [−16, −2] R E (in the GSM system). Large separation of spacecraft allows us to estimate both local and global properties of flapping current sheets. We find significant variation in flapping wave direction of propagation between the middle tail and flanks. Th series of tilted current sheets represent the system of periodic, almost parallel currents with typical thickness of current filaments about L = 0.4 R E . The earthward gradients of B z magnetic field are reduced within this current system in comparison with the gradients in the quiet near-Earth magnetotail. The wavelength (i.e. a distance between two crossings of current sheets with the same orientations) of the flapping waves is larger than 2π L for most of observations. The velocity of flapping wave propagation is about ion bulk velocity and is significantly lower than the velocity of ion drift relative to electrons. We discuss possible drivers of flapping and estimate the amplitude of the total parallel current generated by flapping waves.
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Introduction
The magnetotail current sheet (CS) is the key element of the Earth magnetosphere. In the tail, processes of magnetic energy dissipation and charged particle acceleration initialise the storms and substorms (Baker et al., 1996; Angelopoulos et al., 2008) . Dynamical properties of the magnetotail CS (e.g. the reconnection of stretched magnetic field lines, or CS bending and oscillations) have been thoroughly studied starting from the 1960s (see reviews by Lui, 2004; Schindler, 2006; Treumann and Baumjohann, 2013; Zelenyi and Artemyev, 2013 ; and references therein). Flapping, how it is recognised now, is one of the most widespread types of CS activity (e.g. Zhang et al., 2002; Sergeev et al., 2004) . However, other manifestations of CS dynamics (e.g. earthward plasma flows with dipolarisation fronts, formation of plasmoids) are also observed (Sharma et al., 2008; Baumjohann et al., 2007) . One can distinguish two kinds of flapping motion: the vertical oscillations of the quasi-horizontal CSs (when the normal N to the CS plane is basically along the z axis, |N z | > 0.8, and kink-like waves do not propagate) and formation of tilted CSs (when the normal is significantly tilted, |N z | < 0.8, and kink-like waves can propagate along the dusk-dawn direction) (see details of this classification in Rong et al., 2015) . These tilted CSs propagate toward the magnetotail flanks and represent a nonlinear wave-like perturbations (i.e. the perturbation amplitude is comparable with a background magnetic field) of the main magnetic field component B x (hereafter we use the GSM coordinate system). Observations and analysis of the flapping motion help to restore CS spatial profiles (e.g. Sergeev et al., 1998; Runov et al., 2012) , investigate Hall electric field configuration in CSs (Wygant et al., 2005; Vasko et al., 2014) , and test numerical models of CS instability (e.g. Karimabadi et al., 2003b; Sitnov et al., 2006; Zelenyi et al., 2009; Nakamura et al., 2009) . The opportunity of four-spacecraft measurements of magnetic field provided by the Cluster mission was actively used to investigate details of the CS flapping (Runov et al., 2005a; Petrukovich et al., 2006 Petrukovich et al., , 2008 Rong et al., 2010) .
The main statistics of the CS flapping at distances |X| > 15 R E were collected during the first four years (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) of the Cluster mission (Runov et al., 2005a) and were significantly expanded by Geotail investigations in this region . Further, THEMIS (Runov et al., 2009) and Cluster/Double Star (Zhang et al., 2005) observations have confirmed the large-scale nature of the flapping motion. Cluster spacecraft separation in [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] was varied between 300 and 4000 km. Thus, the Cluster tetrahedron resolved the local (along the normal direction to the CS plane) gradients of magnetic field in flapping CS well but could not estimate variations in CS characteristics along the magnetotail. These variations, being weak in the mid-tail, should be stronger in the near-Earth region (see case studies in Nakamura et al., 2009; Panov et al., 2012a) . The strong gradients of CS parameters along the x axis in this region are considered as potential drivers for CS instabilities resulting in flapping motion Pritchett and Coroniti, 2011; Panov et al., 2012b) .
In the near-Earth magnetotail the tilted CSs were first studied, using Double Star and Geotail single-spacecraft observations (Zhang et al., 2005; Sergeev et al., 2006) . However, the number of observations in this region was small and properties of tilted CS flapping were not discussed. Thus, we use Cluster observations collected after 2004, when spacecraft crossed CSs at radial distances around ∼ 15 R E and the distances between spacecraft were large enough to study both the local (along the normal direction) CS configuration and the spatial gradient dB z /dx, which is usually much weaker than the main cross-tail gradient dB x /dz (see, e.g., Rong et al., 2014; Artemyev et al., 2015) . The spacecraft trajectories allow us to study CS flapping motion in the midnight near-Earth magnetotail edge X ∼ −15 R E and at the deep dawn flanks with |X|, |Y | ∼ (10−15) R E (throughout the paper we call both of these regions the near-Earth magnetotail).
Data set and analysis techniques
We selected 108 CS crossings from Cluster 2005-2009 observations: 18 series with about 2-10 CS crossings in each and several individual crossings. The majority of statistics consists of observations in 2005 and 2006 . In 2007 two of four Cluster spacecraft were very close to each other (in comparison with distances to another pair of spacecraft). Thus, the Cluster tetrahedron was close to triangle with the corresponding problems of estimations of magnetic field gradients (Dunlop et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2012) . In 2008 and 2009 we observe only few cases of flapping CSs (maybe due to evolution of spacecraft orbit). Table 1 shows all cases with the number of CS crossings and coordinates of the spacecraft tetrahedron centre for the first CS crossing.
We divide our statistics into two subsets: the first subset consists of individual CS crossings and the second subset consists of series of CS crossings. In all cases of our statistics the average angle between l directions of maximal magnetic field variation (see description of the corresponding MVA method in Paschmann and Schwartz, 2000) obtained by four spacecraft is less than 10 • . Using the timing technique we determine the normal vector N, which is almost orthogonal to the l direction -the average angle is larger than 80 • . We do not use the MVA technique (see Paschmann and Schwartz, 2000 , and references therein) to determine the normal n direction, because for many crossings the MVA technique provides two minor eigenvalues with close values. Due to the large distances between spacecraft, we do not construct the local coordinate system (see, e.g., Runov et al., 2005b) by defining the direction of current density j = (c/4π )(∇ ×B) by the curlometer technique (Dunlop et al., 2002) .
To apply the timing technique we determine the time delays between spacecraft observations of the same magnetic field B l . Due to the large distances, all four spacecraft often do not cross the neutral plane for a selected CS crossing, so we approximate B l profiles by straight lines. The time delays are defined as distances between these lines for a zero value of B l . Then we calculate the velocity of the CS motion along the N direction, V N and the vector N. The time delays are also used to determine a period of CS oscillations, T , as an average time interval between the nearest crossings of CSs with the same N vectors (within one series) and, correspondingly, the magnitude of the wavevector k = 2π/(V N T ). Normal vector N and angles α between two successive normal vectors N within one series characterise the CS tilt. Both velocity V N and time intervals between neighbouring CS crossings δT are presented in Table 1 .
We use magnetic field B l = (B ·l) to determine the boundary magnetic field value B 0 as a maximum |B l | value for a given CS crossing. We redefine B z as a value of the z component of magnetic field B with subtracted projection of B l component to the z direction. Large spacecraft separation significantly averages current density peak and does not allow us to calculate current density amplitude. However, the averaging does not change the current density direction, i.e. we can use curlometer data to estimate contributions of different current density components. Using this assumption we define the parallel current density as j = (j × B)/|B|. However, we cannot use curlometer data to estimate small-scale gradients (e.g. current sheet thinness). Thus, we also determine the timing current density j tmg = (c/4π V N )∂B l /∂t. This estimate of the current density is more accurate than the curlometer calculation, be- Table 1 . CS crossing characteristics: date and crossing time interval, number of CS crossings within a series, coordinates of the first CS crossing in GSM system (averaged from four spacecraft), angle α between two successive normal vectors (average value for entire series), N x and N y components of the normal vector, velocity V N for each crossing, and time delays δT between CS crossings (averaged from four spacecraft). 37; 16; 20; 37; 36; 21; 38; 32 12; 2; 7; 1; 15; 3; 13; 24; 23 cause the large distances between spacecraft strongly affect the accuracy of the curlometer technique and smooth magnetic field gradients (see comparison between j curl and j tmg for one CS crossing shown in Fig. 1c ). Thus, for the estimation of the CS thickness L we use the timing current density amplitude: L = (c/4π )B 0 /j tmg (see Vasko et al., 2014) . To study deformations of CS profiles we determine the standard deviation dB z of B z magnetic field in each CS crossing interval. The CS configuration is verified using a standard deviation δB z of the magnetic field B z measured for different CS crossings within each series: small δB z / B z value shows that we deal with almost steady CS structures when only B l ≈ B x varies due to flapping motion. To demonstrate the application of all listed methods, we consider one event from our dataset shown in Fig. 1 . This event includes series of seven tilted CSs crossed by four Cluster spacecraft at 28 July 2005 around (−12, −11, 2) R E GSM. The average period of CSs oscillations is about 22 min. The maximum distance between spacecraft is ∼ 1.7 R E , and the minimum distance is ∼ 0.15 R E . For each CS crossing from this series we determine the l direction (for all four spacecraft), two estimates of the current density j curl and j tmg , and CS normal velocity V N . Deviation of the l direction defined at different spacecraft does not exceed 1 • . To determine time delays between spacecraft measurements of the same magnetic field B l , we approximate time profiles B l (t) by straight lines using the least-squares method (see example in Fig. 1b) . Knowing spacecraft positions and time delays, we calculate CS normal velocity V N ≈ 28 km s −1 . V N is directed along the normal to CS, and the angle between the normal direction and l direction varies between 83 and 96 • for this event.
For each CS we calculate averaged values of the B z magnetic field excluding the component of B z directed along the l direction (for series shown in Fig. 1 we obtain B z ≈ 14, 16, 12, 11, 9, 8, 7 nT) . We also calculate the standard deviation dB z of B z for each CS crossing, e.g. dB z /B z ≈ 0.02 for CS crossings, shown in Fig. 1b . Knowing average B z values for all crossings from series, we calculate standard deviation δB z showing the difference between averaged B z for one CS crossing and averaged B z for all crossings from series (δB z / B z ≈ 0.23 for series shown in Fig. 1 ). Using average values of B z measured by difference spacecraft, we calculate gradients dB z /dx, dB z /dy, and dB z /dz. Throughout the paper, we use the dB z /dx gradient (which for selected series is equal to 0.4, 0.7, 0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.6, 0.5 nT/R E for seven CS crossings) and projection of the dB z /dr gradient onto the l direction, dB z /dr l (which for selected series is equal to 0.6, 1.0, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.5, 0.5 nT/R E for seven CS crossings). Similarly, we calculate gradients dφ/dx, dφ/dy of angle φ between the l direction and x axis. These gradients characterise the evolution of the orientation of the flapping wave front.
We use both timing j tmg and curlometer j curl currents. However, due to larger distances between spacecraft, j curl is always underestimated and much smaller than j tmg . Thus, we use j curl only to determine the portion of parallel currents, i.e. the ratio between projection of j curl vector onto the magnetic field direction (averaged over CS central region) and j curl magnitude (e.g. for selected series this ratio is equal to 0.9, −0.9, 0.7, −0.9, 0.9, −0.8, 0.8 for seven CS crossings). We also calculate the value of B l corresponding to the maximum of j tmg (in flapping CSs, j tmg can maximise at some distance from B l reversal, e.g. for the CS crossing shown in Fig. 1b , B l ≈ 6.8 nT). To determine CS thickness (spatial scale of current density variation) we use a ratio between B l amplitude, B 0 , and j tmg magnitude. For selected series, B 0 varies from crossing to crossing within the range of 23-32 nT, whereas CS thickness L ∈ [1.5, 5.1]×1000 km. Using the period of CS oscillations, dT , we define a wavenumber k ≈ 2π/(V N dT ) and calculate the kL factor.
Statistics of CS parameters
Coordinates of all CS crossings in (X, Y ) and (Y, Z) planes are demonstrated in Fig. 2a and b . Straight lines show the directions of the CS motion, N. In agreement with previous observations Runov et al., 2005a) , almost all observed CSs propagate toward the magnetosphere flank. Thus, we can interpret the B x magnetic field oscillations as the manifestation of wave-like disturbance propagating away from the central (midnight) region of the magnetotail. The periodic change of the z component of the N vector within one series of CS crossings supports this conclusion. Figure 2 shows that all waves are observed for Y < 0: long series of CS crossings are mostly observed for |Y | > 10 R E , and small series including up to four crossings are usually observed closer to the midnight. Moreover, from Fig. 2b we see that, in region (|Y | < 10 R E ), almost vertical oscillations of the quasi-horizontal CSs are observed (the N direction is along the ±z direction), whereas at the flank the main component of the N vector is along the y direction (i.e. we deal with the dawnward propagation of titled CSs; see Table 1 ). Figure 2 shows that the direction of the N vector varies significantly from middle tail Y ∼ 0 to flank |Y | > 10 R E . This effect was mentioned for mid-tail (Runov et al., 2005a) , but in the near-Earth region it looks much more clear.
We use collected statistics of normal vectors N to study the configuration of tilted CSs. For the mid-tail (X ∼ −18 R E ) Petrukovich et al. (2006) showed that, in tilted CSs, the current density amplitude increases with the inclination of the neutral plane (i.e. with the growth of |N y | component and the decrease in the |N z | component). These observations were interpreted as an evidence of slip-like CS deformations (i.e the kink of the neutral plane CS without B z variation; Petrukovich et al., 2008; Rong et al., 2010) . Indeed, the histogram in Fig. 3a demonstrates that the standard deviation of the B z magnetic field component from the value B z (averaged in each series) is quite small -the averaged value δB z / B z is about 0.17 (both δB z and average B z are calculated for series of CS crossings). The series with substantial B z variations generally include cases with monotonically decreasing of B z (i.e. the CS stretching events; see, e.g., Petrukovich et al., 2007) . The example of significant B z variation is shown in Fig. 1 , where a gradual decrease in B z is noticeable. Therefore, we can conclude that there are no periodic (or quasi-periodic) perturbations of B z with amplitudes larger than 0.2B z in flapping CSs in the near-Earth re- gion, and that field lines in the CS centre are slipping with the dominant B z component Rong et al., 2011) . These observations provide the important limitation for models of flapping waves (see Discussion).
Several theoretical models predict the substantial variations in B z with x in oscillating CSs Pritchett and Coroniti, 2010; Sitnov et al., 2014) . The large distances between Cluster spacecraft allow us to investigate the homogeneity of the flapping wave within spatial scale around 10 4 km (i.e. size of the Cluster tetrahedron). Figure 3b shows the distribution of the standard deviation dB z calculated for individual CS crossings by four spacecraft. This deviation is as small as 0.1B z . Therefore, we could not find any significant variations in B z within the spatial scale of spacecraft separation. Moreover, for all observed CSs, the l directions calculated for different spacecraft coincide. Thus, we can conclude that flapping CSs in the near-Earth magnetotail are more or less uniform in the (X, Y ) plane within the spatial scales about 1-2 R E . This result confirms the previously reported THEMIS observations of large-scale flapping motion (Runov et al., 2009; Kubyshkina et al., 2014) .
In the near-Earth magnetotail we expect to observe relatively strong gradients of B z along the x axis (Kan and Baumjohann, 1990; Wang et al., 2009; Artemyev et al., 2013) . The gradients ∂B z /∂x, ∂B z /∂y and ∂B z /∂r l , where r l = (r · l), of magnetic field in the current sheet centre is calculated for each crossing by means of the curlometer technique (Runov et al., 2005a) and presented in Fig. 4 . The distribution of ∂B z /∂x is centred around zero but has a significant tail with ∂B z /∂x > 0. These positive strong gradients correspond to the quiet near-Earth magnetotail . The dominance of weak gradients ∂B z /∂x < 1 nT/ R E is attributed to observations at the flank magnetotail, where previous statistics show average values ∂B z /∂x ∼ 0.5 nT/ R E (Wang et al., 2009; Rong et al., 2014) . However, the majority of observed CSs correspond to |∂B z /∂r l | < 0.2 with an average value of about ∼ 0. Thus, statistics of flapping CSs represent the subset of CSs with reduced ∂B z /∂x gradients.
Estimates of ∂B z /∂x allow us to compare the typical scale L x ∼ B z (∂B z /∂x) −1 and the CS thickness L (scale of magnetic field variation along the normal direction). Figure 5a shows that the average current sheet thickness L is about 0.4 R E . The average value of ∂B z /∂r l gradient derived from statistics shown in Fig. 4 is smaller than 0.1 nT/ R E . Thus, the typical longitudinal size L x of tilted CS can be roughly estimated as ∼ 50 R E for B z ∼ 5 nT. The CS configuration is determined by the parameter = 2L x B 0 /(B z L): for ∼ 1 we deal with the 2-D structure, while 1 corresponds to a quasi-1-D CS (Burkhart and Chen, 1993) . In our case the estimates give 1 due to L x /L ∼ 125. Figure 6 demonstrates the distribution of B l value corresponding to the peak value of the current density j tmg . One can see that the average value of the distribution is positive (B l ∼ 4 nT) -i.e. there is a regular shift of the position of the current density peak relative to the B l reversal. This shift can be explained by the model of the kink CS deformation Rong et al., 2010) . Moreover, we can suggest that the dominance of positive values of B l shift is due to the dominance of CS crossings with positive z coordinates (i.e. the CS neutral plane is shifted relative to the geometrical neutral plane z = 0). Due to the peculiarity of the Cluster orbit we do not have enough statistics to check whether this asymmetry changes the sign for z < 0.
The distribution of ratio of parallel and total current densities is presented in Fig. 7 . For almost all CSs j represents more than 60 % of the total current density. Moreover, cases with small j correspond to the vertical flapping motion with N parallel to z axis, whereas in CSs with small N z component (i.e. CSs corresponding to flapping wave propagation toward the flank), almost all of the current is parallel to the magnetic field B. This is the typical situation for tilted CSs, where the current density flows along the z axis and B z is large enough (Petrukovich et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2008; Vasko et al., 2014) . Strong j z current density results from deformation of the CS neutral plane (i.e. j z ∼ ∂B x /∂y) due to flapping motion (see models in Petrukovich et al., 2008; Rong et al., 2010) . Moreover, to verify this result, we check that, for most of the CSs from our statistics, the value of m × j /|j | is about 1 for j derived from the curlometer and m derived from MVA and timing methods. Thus, in the nearEarth magnetotail the CS flapping motion generates of strong parallel currents.
Using the estimates of the CS flapping velocity V N and period T (about ∼ 20 min) we compare wavelength 2π/k = V N T and CS thickness L. Figure 5b shows that kL is generally less than 1 (the averaged value is 0.64). Thus, we deal with long wavelength perturbations of CSs. The deformation of CS neutral plane likely does not change the interval CS structure on small scales, but redistributes current density between horizontal and vertical directions.
The directions of front prorogation N are calculated from four-spacecraft data and have rather low accuracy. On the other hand, the directions of the l vectors are estimated quite well at each spacecraft and the large distances between spacecraft allow us to investigate the configuration of the front. Figure 8a and b show that the averaged gradient (calculated for each CS crossings) dφ/dx of the angle φ between the l direction and x axis is negative (−2.5
• / R E ) and dφ/dy is positive (2.0
• / R E ) (φ = 0 when l is parallel to x axis and φ = −90 • when l is parallel to y axis). This means that the front configuration is most likely linear and azimuthally rotating than spherical and propagating from midnight, because Figure 7 . Ratio of currents j parallel to the magnetic field and total currents j (blue for all cases and red only for tilted CSs with
in the last case dφ/dy should be negative. Taking into account that the gradient ∂B z /∂r l is close to zero (see Fig. 4 ), we can suggest that (1) a midnight source of flapping waves runs them along constant levels of the B z field and (2) wave propagating results in the front rotation without a reconfiguration. Figure 9 helps to compare a CS flapping velocity V N and typical plasma velocities, such as the drift velocity V d = j tmg /(en e ) and the projection of the ion velocity V i onto the N direction, V i pr . The electron density n e and ion velocity V i are taken from the PEACE experiment onboard C2 (Johnstone et al., 1997) and the CIS/HIA experiment onboard C1 (Rème et al., 2001) respectively. Figure 9a demonstrates that the CS flapping velocity V N is usually less than the drift velocity amplitude V d = j tmg /(en e ) (the average value of their ratio is 0.33 and more than 95 % of cases less then 1). Figure 9b shows that the ratio of projection of ion bulk velocity and V N is about 1 (about 90 % of all cases are distributed within the interval [0.5; 2]).
Discussion
The interesting property of the CS flapping motion in the near-Earth magnetotail is propagation towards the Earth at the flank (see Fig. 2 ). The earthward propagation means that the flapping waves generated at the midnight magnetotail can probably reach the flank boundary of the inner magnetosphere or the flank magnetopause. Periods of flapping motions range from a few minutes to half an hour. These periods are similar to periods of Pc5 pulsations in the inner magnetosphere (Jacobs et al., 1964; McPherron, 2005) . Therefore, a flapping wave could transfer part of its energy for excitation of ULF waves that supplement other mechanisms of ULF wave generation by means of magnetotail dynamic processes (e.g. Runov et al., 2014; Panov et al., 2014) . The connection between magnetotail dynamics and ionosphere processes involves the generation of parallel current systems in the near-Earth region. Statistics of current density distribution in flapping CSs (see Fig. 7) show that strong deformation of the CS neutral plane can generate fieldaligned currents. Amplitude of j z current density in tilted CSs reaches 5-15 nA m −2 (see Fig. 1 and statistics in Runov et al., 2005a; Vasko et al., 2014) and exceed dawn-dusk current density in quite magnetotail. If we assume that j z represents a new current system generated likely by field-aligned electron flows in tilted CSs, we can estimate corresponding amplitudes of parallel currents in flapping magnetotail. Flapping perturbations seem to have large scales in the (X, Y ) equatorial plane due to the efficient decrease in gradients ∂/∂x in flapping CSs (see Fig. 4 ). The typical scale of a CS along the x axis is larger than (or comparable with) ∼ 2 R E (at such distances the tilted CSs are observed simultaneously by Cluster spacecraft in events collected in our statistics), while the scale along the y axis for a tilted CS is L ∼ 0.3 R E . Thus, a single tilted CS corresponds to the total current about ∼ 2 R E × 0.3R E × 10 nA m −2 ∼ 0.2 MA. The relationship between CS thickness and wavenumber of perturbations k = 2π/λ indicates that we deal with the long-wavelength deformations of the CS neutral plane (see Fig. 5b ). This is a typical situation for various drift modes excited in the CS due to the relative motion (in the dawn-dusk direction) of charged particle flows (ions and electrons, or hot and background ions; see Daughton, 1999; Karimabadi et al., 2003a; Korovinskiy et al., 2015) . Thus, a kink deformation of the neutral plane of flapping CSs can be induced by drift instabilities. Large spacecraft separation allows us to test predictions (or assumptions) of several existing models of flapping waves. A model of double-gradient instability predicts that a relative pertur-bation of the B z component δB z /B z should be comparable with a relative perturbation of the B x component. However, we observe a very weak perturbation of δB z /B z ∼ 0.2 and a very strong perturbation of δB x /B x ∼ 1. Moreover, we can compare periods of flapping waves (see Fig. 10 ) with predictions of double-gradient instability :
where m p is the proton mass and = 2(B 0 /L)/(dB z /dx). For dB z /dx ≈ dB z /dr ≈ 0.05nT/R E (see Fig. 4 ) and L ≈ 0.44 R E (see Fig. 5) , we obtain dT model ≈ 3-10 min for average values of B 0 ≈ 30 nT and n e ≈ 0.3 cm −3 . Observational periods of flapping motion vary between 9 and 25 min (see Fig. 10 ) -i.e. only fast oscillating CSs can be described by this model, whereas slowly oscillating CSs are too thin and intense to be described by the model of double-gradient instability (to have dT model ≈ 25 min we need L ≈ 1.5 R E ). Ballooning/interchange instability can also run flapping-like waves with flankward propagation (Pritchett and Coroniti, 2010) . However, this instability requires the significant gradient dB z /dx < 0, whereas we find only a weak (a value around zero) or positive gradient dB z /dx (see Fig. 4 ). Kink modes of CS instability (Daughton, 1999; Karimabadi et al., 2003a; Zelenyi et al., 2009 ) predict the flapping wave velocity about a drift velocity (due to strong diamagnetic drifts in the initial CS). Configuration of titled CSs assumes that current carrying particles (i.e. relative velocity of ions and electrons along the current density direction) flow almost along magnetic field lines, whereas CS flapping motion is in the transverse direction. Thus, we can estimate both ion drift velocity V i (i.e. velocity along the dawn-dusk direction) and current carrier velocity V d (i.e. ratio of the current density and plasma density amplitudes). Our observations show that flapping velocity is comparable with observed ion bulk velocity V i and is much smaller than V d (see Fig. 9 ). Therefore, kink modes of CS instability can explain flapping wave propagation but cannot describe the dominance of parallel currents with large V d (most models of kink waves consider zero or vanishing B z ; e.g. Daughton, 1999; Karimabadi et al., 2003a; Zelenyi et al., 2009 ). Finally, we come to the puzzling conclusion that all three different instabilities (double-gradient, ballooning/interchange, and kink) meet difficulties in the explanation of observed flapping waves. Thus, further investigation of CS motion with significant parallel currents should be performed for explanation of observed flapping waves. Such parallel currents are likely carried by electrons (as was suggested and tested by Runov et al., 2006; Vasko et al., 2014) .
Conclusions
In this paper we present the statistics of flapping CSs observed in the near-Earth magnetotail. The main our findings can be summarised as follows: -Despite the relatively strong gradients ∂B z /∂x in the background CS in the near-Earth tail (Kan and Baumjohann, 1990; Artemyev et al., 2013; Rong et al., 2014) , this gradient is significantly reduced in flapping CSs (∼ 0.2 nT/R E ). Moreover, a weak-gradient dB z /dx found in the flapping near-Earth magnetotail questions models of double-gradient and ballooning/interchange instabilities as main candidates for excitation of flapping waves Pritchett and Coroniti, 2010 ).
-The velocity of flapping wave probation is close to ion bulk velocity V i and is much smaller than current carrier velocity V d = j tmg /(en e ). The wavelength of flapping motion is larger than CS thickness (kL < 1). These observations point to a drift nature of flapping waves.
-Flapping waves in the near-Earth magnetotail generate strong parallel currents with an amplitude of about ∼ 0.2 MA and have a transverse spatial-scale L smaller than the wavelength (i.e. typical distance between neighbourhood structures) and typical periods of about ∼ 20 min.
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